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ABSTRACT simplifying assumptions concerning the probability of these
events. This selection is strongly oriented towards the particu-

This paper reviews the main features of ISA a concept lar item being designed (for instance, a tip set-point) and may
developed as a result of previous work on safety assessment overlook the interaction with the overall system, particularly
and dynamic reliability. The method links the dynamics of the with the anual protection. For ts reason, the assessment
facility with its operating environment. subject to transitions should insure the required risk levels for any possible event
between different time evolutions due to failures and/or and irrespective of the design method.
system/operator interventions. For situations domina ed by
Deterministic Transitions (i.e., transitions upon deterministic Thus, we are looking for an approach to verify that, once
demands as a result for instance of exceeding autornatic- completely defined, both the automatic and the manual
actions/alarm setpoints), te methodology can be considered software maintain an appropriate risk level without unduly pe-
an extension of PSA and accident analysis techniques that nalizing the facility operation. This is the aim of the Inte-
replaces the static event tree with a Deterministic Dynamic grated Safety Assessment SA) methodology.
Event Tree (DDET) concept based on the Theory of Proba-
bilistic Dynamics. The paper also summarizes some esults of
an ISA application to the assessment of the Emergency M SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.
Operating Procedure (EOP) of a PWR-W to mitigate the
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) initiating event. The methodological aspects, including the basic principles,

definitions, as well as a precise mathematical formulation of
the ISA approach have already been defined in previous

L INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF ASSESS- works 14; some of them are hereafter recalled.
MENT OF THE SOFTWARE OF PROTECTION
SYSTEMS.

A. Description of the Facility.
In very complex installations with high damage risks, the

necessary protections for the management and/or recovery Facility: An installation and its protections, i.e. I+Pl.
from possible incidental situations may become as complex as
the installation they try to protect and will strongly interact Installation, 1: Set of interrelated systems to obtain
with it. The assessment of the quality of a protection system a benefit by performing several operating fctions.
(see I.A. below) is usually a complex risk problem with many For instance, the control system is an Installation
faces and interfaces. Some of these aspects have already been system.
addressed in previous works. 14,12

System, S: Set of i) components, ii) articulated in a
Of particular interest here is the distinction between the certain way, iii) with characteristics and iv) specifi-

Software or logic aspects (i.e., definition of set-points and cations to perform a certain system fnction as a
initiation criteria of the automatic protection system as well as part-task of the facility functions.
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) together with sur-
veillance, abnormal and emergency Operating Procedures Protection Associated to 1, PI: Set of protections,
(OPs) of the manual portion of the system) and the hardware i.e., systems and/or system features (the i), ii), iii),
aspects (i.e., features of the equipment for software implemen- iv) in the system definition) that prevent the facility
tation with a given level of robustness and reliability). from causing any unacceptable damage, by perform-

ing several protective functions.
The complexity of the automatic software in large facilities

forces sophisticated design and assessment methodologies, A Conservative Protection will be a protection that
usually based on dynamic simulation of the potential damage includes a sufficient one.
associated to pre-selected Design Basis Events (E)BEs) with
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B. Description of the Facility States. Limitation System. Function: to generate signals
triggering protective actions without stopping 

The state of the system is represented by: driving it into a stable state in some operating rnode�
for instance, turbine runback is a limitation system.

i) A set of time dependent integer numbers, the Plant
Status Vector (t) =- (j, MJ2(t) ....... WW, describing Trip System. Function: to generate signals to
the different states of facility components and/or sys- quickly stop 1, i.e., to drive it into a stable state in
tems (e.g., nominal, derated, Med in a given mode, some non operating mode.
etc.).

Safeguard Initiation System. Function: to generate
ii) A set of those process variables, the Process Vector, signals triggering protective actions once I has been

that are necessary and sufficient to determine the stopped. In conjunction with trip and limitation sys-
dynamic evolution of the damage, i.e., the real vec- tems, drive it into a safe state (see section I.E.c in
tors 2) (RI 0, R2 M....... RN(t)) describing the facil- some non operating mode.

ity process evolutions (temperatures, flows, etc.). Manual Protection System: Set of es and opera-

Other related concepts follow: tor/crew support systems and/or organintions that determine
and/or help safety oriented operator and/or crew actions. For

Combined State JR) of the overall system of N instance, several abnormal operating procedures are a part of
components, for indicating the composition of both, the manual [incitation system of a NPP.

status as well as process states.
Automatic Protection System: Set of devices that

Steady state: Time independent state dRO). automatically trigger protections.

Stable state: A steady process state such that, if D. Description of Events, Faults and Transitions.
subject to a small perturbation, the system or instal-
lation comes back to that state once the perturbation

System transient or system dynamics: Non steady time
dies out.

evolution of system process states, governed by a dynarnic

Safe state: (see section II.E.c). equation associated to a system status.

Safety variable: A function hjlk(-i) of the process Driver transient: First transition.

state used to formulate the initiation criterion that Event: Instantaneous change in plant status vector.
triggers a protection generating the event (see

section I.E). Active (Passive) Event: Event triggering (not trig-

Damage variable A function D,(!) of the process gering) a transient.

vector, used as indicator of the damage; for instance Initiating Event, (IE): First ative event.
in a NPP, the radioactive steam flow to the atmos-
phere (section V). Single event: Event involving changes in a single

component.
Design Basis Envelope, (DBEP): See section U.E.b.
Probability Densities: In general both, status and Sequence of events: Time history of the plant status
process vectors have a probability density that de- vector.
pend on time and the combined state. Here however,
only the logical states will be statistically Path of a sequence: Combined time history of the
considered, but their probability density, plant status vector and the process vector.

may be a function of the combined state, a
distinctive feature from the usual reliability Unacceptable sequence: See section H.E.c.
techniques that implicitly assume independence.

Fault: Event implying degradation of system functions.

The term Dynamic Reliability versus Static Refiabil-
ity will be used to discriminate both approaches. Common Faflure (or Common Event): Non single

simultaneous fault (or event).

C. Description of the Protection System. Transidon A change in the system dynamics.

Protection System: Set of devices and/or decision Perturbation: A transition from a steady state.
making processes that generate the signals for automatic
and/or anual actuation of protections. These will include
some or all of the following:
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rion h -+ k Gs) = is satisfied, event J is triggered with a
E. Risk Requirements. The DBEP Concept transition probability (see III.A.2):

The following requirements are consistent with US nu- qjk(-)d- = qk8(hjk('))d_�

clear industry practice and licensing regulations, but are where:
formulated in a way applicable to any facility.

a) Selection of Damage Variables. Process variables char- is the probability of the demand, and

acterizing the undesired situations shall be selected; in Xjk =_ - eq-* is the probability of transition upon demand
the nuclear industry, they are usually those indicative of
barrier failures9 (e.g., for the design of automatic ac- J
tions: fuel temperature, onset of boiling crisis, fuel We call these transitions upon deterministic demand
cladding temperature, primary and containment pres- (as indicated by the Dirac function); they are an important
sure; for the design of emergency operating procedures: particular case of the most general transitions upon stochastic
the critical safety functions). demand. In most of current static PSA studies, particularly if

the Small Event Tree (SET) approach is followed, the ET
b) Definition of the risks requirements. A precise formula- headers are actually indicative of events upon deterministic

tion of a set of risk requirements, i.e., acceptance crite- derna ds dynamic headers), but:
ria, should be established based on a set of Design Basis

Envelope Planes (DBEPs). These are imits separating i) the probabilities of the demand are taken for granted
the acceptable and unacceptable conditions, described as in the sequence identification stages,18 and
regions in the planes probability-damage variables, that
shall be established and proved to satisfy and include all ii) the initiation criteria hj are not explicitly repre-
relevant regulatory constraints,9 i.e., sented. -, k

DBEP =_ r (Di), with i = 1, 2...... nDBEP As a result the influence of the software o the ETs

The DBEP is then a set of lines in nDBEP planesa. can not be quantitatively assessed.

This criterion reduces to the standard method of classi- 2. Control theory versus protection theory.

fying events by probability ranges and using different Customarily, control theory deals with the optimiza-

damage limits for different classes if the DBEP becomes tion of the simulated response of a large system with a

a stepwise curve. 3 dynamics corresponding to a facility statu J from initial

c) Unacceptable sequences and safe states requirements. conditions ii and described by euations,

Incidental sequences can be represented dynamically as
trajectories in planes probability-damage. Unacceptable X = ii (i;,I) (2)

conditions are associated to those trajectories crossing
the DBEP. We will call Unacceptable Sequence, any se- with optimization criteria that are independent on probabili-

quence that generates at least one point outside the ties. However, the risk requirements change the nature of the

above defined boundary. We will call Safe State to a protection problem, both damage and probability being now es-

combined steady state from which any initiating event sential, and coupled through equations (1), 2) and 3).

or driver transient wl produce no top sequence in the The theory of Probabilistic Dynamics, 6 has been re-
associated dynamic event tree (see section HI.B). Every
operating steady state shall be a safe state. The operat- formulatedl I for ISA purposes. Within this frame, the equation

ing region of safe states should be identified and LCO to find the probability density reads:

established to ensure normal operation in safe region. C9 rj(ij = j(i);rj(it) + f �j(gj)6(. - kj(tit))dii

Ill. FRAMEWORK OF THE METHODOLOGY.. �i(i") qkj(i);rk(i,1) (3)
k

Aj(i) Eqi-k(-)

A. Theoretical framework. k

1. Dynamic Reliabitity versus PSA. where qk i (-)"a is the probability of having a transition from

dynamics to dynamics I between and i + dx.

Dynamic Reliability techniques are necessary to in-

corporate set-points and other software aspects into PSA In the limiting case of transition probabilities inde-

studies. Tis is so because in the course of the transient the pendent on the process vector (fully stochastic demands), these

evolution of the process variables may condition the probability equations reduce to a classical Markov system and probability

of occurrence of an event; for instance, if the initiation crite- and damage evaluations can be decoupled. However, this is not

the case for transitions in between those limits. To solve them

aNote that a DBEP curve should be generated for each damage critefiom
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in these cases for large systems also involving initiation a. Typical overall behavior for the operating crew, i.e.,
criteria based on local conditions, MonteCarlo methods seem operators dynamically interact with the plant (starting from
inevitable,6,14 being so far severely restricted in problem size an E, the crew continuously receives information, proc-
and computational times. As shown below, the situation is esses it, formulates judgment, and chooses recovery re-
much better for the deterministic demands. sponses), as well as among the other members of the team.

b. Events are managed strictly within the OP constraints. This
B. ISA as the dynamic generalization of classical Event takes into account that safety regulations obligate the team

Tree (ET) Fault Tree (FT) techniques. Deterministic to adhere to procedures in almost text-book fashion.
Dynamic Event Trees (DDETs).

c. "Good practice" operations replace incomplete procedures.
It has been proved' 17 that if all events ocur upon de-

terministic demands, thus following equation (1), the solution d. The Ps of HOI have been categorized (paralleling the
of equation 3) is given by the following equation, that charac- limitation, trip and safeguard actions) as prior to the emer-
terizes the DDETs: gency (pre_EOP), trip recovery (130) and emergency situ-

ation EOPs); these, in turn, are also classified as:

7rj W f i) sequences (i.e., set of steps) of optimal recovery actions
(4) for well diagnosed scenarios (Optimal Recovery Guide-

lines),
n=0 ptk 1=0

ii) sequences of safe actions to restore the critical safety
where: functions if uncertain diagnosis (Function Restoration

Guidelines), and
0(t), is the step function;

(&,4) is an initial steady state with probability ; the 1E iii) generic actuations in response to specific situations
ir --> J has a probability X,40 (io) at time zero; within the same OP (Fold Out Pages).

)q
patch Jo A In 

.io g�' --> ........... -� ii�. I -�.il IV. AVAILABLE TOOLS FOR UVIPLEMENTING THE

n APPROACH.
r. r.(.io) � r Y > 91 + oi�,Jo $

Codes using this technique aim to automatically generate
rj(ii --+.i) is the time necessary to go from to flying along the DDETs by opening branches every time a set-point or op-

the trajectory determined by the dynamics I and erator action criteria is met. Simultaneously, they also simulate

ii, is the process vector at the time of the initiation criterion for the dynamic evolution of damage variables at every branch of
the deterministic transition J1 I -+ J/ the tree, optimizing the common portions of the different

branches, additionally obtaining the probability of the sequence

Each non-zero term contributes to the right hand side of up to a given time starting from the results of the cut-sets of
equation 4) exactly the same as each associated sequence in an the front line systems taken fom the results of Fs that
equivalent static ET, and can be calculated from the cut sets of incorporate the support systems. This coupling between
the front line systems.7 However, the determination of the simulation and probabilistic techniques, according to equations
contributing paths is controlled by the step fimctions and (2) and 4 is the main purpose of the TRETA/DYLAM

package, 15 a result of a joint cooperation between the CSN and
values, that depend on whether or not the initiation critena JRC-Ispra.10-5 Other organizations are also using dynamic
have been exceeded, carrying the influence of the software. methods for the generation of DETs, for instance building up
This conclusion also shows the consistency of the Protection and applying the theory of Probabilistic Dynamics and
Theory with current practice. Continuous Event Trees,6 discretizing the process variables

and using Markov techniques,2 or comparing DYLAM-like
DET results with conventional PSA studies. 1,8, 6

C. Integration with Operating Procedures.

Operating crew actions require a complex decision V. RESULTS OF AN ISA APPLICATION TO A LARGE
making process also part of the software of the protection sys- SYSTEX
tem (manual protection system). It is then also the aim of ISA

to assess the adequacy of procedures. A Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 1E of a reference

W-PWR has been selected as a realistic application of the
Within the NPP application so far analyzed, the opera- method17; with the aim of being generic and usefW for other

tor is supposed in ISA to ollow a Handbook of Operating In- possible applications, the dynamic response model includes the
structions (HOI), with the initiation criteria for their execution following systems: the RCS, the reactor kinetics, as well as the
based on process variables and system status. The approach balance of plant from the condenser up to the control and stop
considers among others: turbine valves, their associated control systems (Control Rod,

RCS Pressure Control, PZR Level Control, SG Level and
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Figure 1. Deterministic Dynamic Event Tree (DDET) for the first 30 minutes of transient.

Pressure Control, Steam Dump Control (SDCS)), protection secondaryl) is/is not near to an eventual DBEP limitc. Note
systems (Reactor and Turbine Trip), some of the most that several sequences have different paths due to demands at
important of the Engineered Safety Features (Safety different transition times, a distinction made only by DDETs.
InjectionHigb Pressure Injection, Auxiliary Feed-Water), and
a given draft of OPs (included in a HOI module as described In figures 2 the trajectorie's corresponding to some signifi-
below) that was requested to be assessed. cant sequences in some of the risk diagrams, are shown. From

Other authors have previously applied to the same IE their the trends of the results we remarkd:
DYLAM-like tools namely, DETAM and ADS),1,8 emphasiz-
ing the appropriate modeling of the operating crew and their a. Worse than necessary release risk (D4 and D of the
possible effors.13 The DYLAMITRETA package overcomes nominal sequence (#I in figure 1), i.e., high damage
their drawback of a scenario-dependent dynamic simulation with high probability.
model, limited in size and variety of automatic actions and b. Minimum atmospheric release (134) risk of path of
physical processes,17 while sharing the main ideas on the sequence 0020; low D4 is due to the failed to open of the
probabilistic anagement. atmospheric relief.

c. Maximum atmospheric release (D4) risk of path 1 I of
Figure I shows the DDET obtained for the fire 30 minutes sequence 0200, due to the failed to open of the SDCS

of the SGTR scenario, after transitions due to interventions of valve to the condenser.
four of the systems activated, either automatically or anually d. Minimum RCS release (D9) risk and acceptable atmos-
namely: the Radiation Alarm Mitor System (RAM), the pheric release (134) risk of path 15 of sequence 0220,
SDCS working in both RCS average temperature and secon- even if this sequence will require the SG safety valves
dary pressure modes, and the PZR spray valve. The activation opening.
of these systems induce changes in the plant status. In the tree
shown, only some components of the status vector are These results suggest a change in the procedure trying to
considered. Possible values of these status vector components minimize the actuation of the portion of the SDCS releasing to
i, , j. are for the nominal behavior (no-failed), i = 2 for the atmosphere, if the event is well-diagnosed (i.e., RAM does
RAM failure and il.1.4 = 2 when valves to the condenser, to not fail). A potential alternative could be (also trying t educe

the atmosphere (excluding SG safety valves) and PZR spray the primary-to-secondary pressure difference and so the break
valves respectively fkd to open upon demand; the mid-number- flow and total radioactive mass released to the secondary): i)
ing appearing over the DET branches indicate the demand change to the SDCS pressure mode prior to, or just after, the
time (r. in equation 4 each path is numbered and each reactor trip; ii) set a secondary pressure set-point to a uffi-

sequence is identified by the final status vector; the ciently high value.

plain/overlined nmbers added at the end of the sequence This exercise has also demonstrated the capability of the
branches indicate that the corresponding damage variable methodology to identify weak points in procedures.
value (among others, Di subcooling margin, D4 the total mass
of radioactive steam released to the atmosphereb, D5 SG level

and D, the total mass of radioactive flow released to the 'Of course, the limits are established by regulatory authority and will

always be such that for more fitiluent events the allowed damage is lower,
so as to maintain the risk level basically onstant.

b'Me SDCS ofthe selected NPP, modulates the opening ofthroe valves: one dNote also that the end ofthe scenario with a zero break flow has not yet
dumping to the condenser, and two dumping to the atmosphere. reached, For this reason, DBEPs have not been printed in the figures.
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